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Abstract
Realistic 3D simulations of the tunnelling process are increasingly required to
investigate the interactions between machine-driven tunnel construction and the
surrounding soil in order to provide reliable estimates of the expected settlements and
associated risks of damage for existing structures, in particular in urban tunnelling
projects. To accomplish the step from large-scale computational analysis to real-time
predictions of expected settlements during tunnel construction, the focus of this paper
is laid on the generation of a numerically eﬃcient hybrid surrogate modelling strategy,
combining Gappy proper orthogonal decomposition (GPOD) and recurrent neural
networks (RNN). In this hybrid RNN-GPOD surrogate model, the RNN is employed to
extrapolate the time variant settlements at several monitoring points within an
investigated surface area and GPOD is utilised to predict the whole ﬁeld of surface
settlements based on the RNN predictions and a POD radial basis functions
approximation. Both parts of the surrogate model are created based on results of ﬁnite
element simulations from geotechnical and process parameters varied within the
range of intervals given in the design stage of a tunnel project. In the construction
stage, the hybrid surrogate model is applied for real-time reliability analyses of the
mechanised tunnelling process to support the machine operator in steering the tunnel
boring machine.
Keywords: Proper orthogonal decomposition, Recurrent neural network, Mechanised
tunnelling, Surrogate model, Real-time application, Computational steering
Background
Mechanised tunnelling is a widely used constructionmethod for underground infrastruc-
ture in particular in urban areas due to its eﬀectiveness in controlling the advancement
process and to limit the construction induced ground deformations. This construction
method is characterised by a staged procedure of soil excavation at the tunnel face and
lining erection, providing at the same time a continuous support of the soil by means of
supporting ﬂuids at the tunnel face and pressurised grouting of the tail gap. The inter-
actions between the tunnel boring machine (TBM), the support measures and the soil,
including the groundwater, are the determining factors for the eﬃciency, the safety of
the tunnel advancement and the risk of damage on the existing infrastructure. Evidently,
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these interactions are complex and require computational simulationmethods basedupon
suﬃciently 3D realistic numerical models for the individual components and their inter-
actions. However, for a suﬃcient degree of spatial resolution of this highly nonlinear, time
dependent problem, adequate simulation models are characterized by a large number of
unknowns in the range of 106–108 unknowns.
Up to date, numerical simulations in tunnelling are restricted to the design stage of
a project. The support of the steering of TBMs during construction mainly relies upon
the interpretation of monitoring data during the construction by experienced experts. If
results from large scale numerical models are to be used during construction to provide
additional information on the potential consequences of decisions taken for the steering
of the TBM (e.g., the surface settlement ﬁeld ahead of the tunnel face), a real-time system
response is required. However, performing large scale, computationally expensive mod-
els on site is unrealistic for real-time applications, which demand obtaining the system
response in the range of seconds to minutes. To accomplish the step from large-scale
computational analysis to real-time predictions of expected settlements during tunnel
construction, model reduction strategies are required to substitute the original numerical
model by surrogatemodels. Recently, the authors have proposed a hybrid surrogatemodel
[1], which employs a combination of two diﬀerent techniques: recurrent neural network
(RNN) and proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), aiming to exploit the advantages
of both methods. While RNNs are well suited for predictions using extrapolation of data
(see [2]), the POD is able to deal with high dimensional outputs, see, e.g., [3,4].
For the speciﬁc problem at hand, two diﬀerent variants of the POD method have been
employed in [1]. The ﬁrst one is the PODwith interpolation to approximate surface settle-
ments from previous stages of the tunnel excavation (excavation steps 1 to n). Frequently,
radial basis functions (RBF) are considered as interpolation functions, resulting in the
POD-RBF approach, see e.g., [3–5]. The second approach is the Gappy POD (GPOD)
approach, ﬁrst proposed in [6] and employed to tackle the missing data problem in image
processing, or to reconstruct human faces from partial data. In [1], this approach has been
utilised to approximate the ﬁeld of settlements from data available from a limited number
of monitoring points in step n + 1.
To allow for a monitoring and model based support of TBM steering, supplying infor-
mation in real-time to the TBM driver on the expected (i.e., future) settlements, a model
reduction technique which allows extrapolation in timewithmultiple outputs is proposed
in this paper. To this end, the hybrid surrogate modelling strategy originally proposed in
[1] is extended. More precisely, strategies to improve the predictions of hybrid surrogate
models by means of problem speciﬁc enhancements for their components, POD-RBF and
GPOD, are proposed.
For the POD using interpolation functions, the concept of RBF is replaced by an exten-
sion called Extended RBF (ERBF) [7]. This concept is capable of improving the prediction
capability of the surrogate model by combining the eﬀectiveness of the RBF and the ﬂexi-
bility of non-RBF approaches. This leads to a POD-ERBF network which has been shown
to produce better prediction results as compared to the POD-RBF, see [8]. In association
with the POD-ERBF algorithm, the reconstruction accuracy of the GPOD approach can
be enhanced by adopting iterative schemes (IGPOD) to derive the POD basis, e.g., [9–12].
In the GPOD approach, an incomplete data vector is reconstructed based on the assump-
tion that the vector inherits the characteristics of the known data set. The reconstruction
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procedure is performed in one step based on the POD modes of the data set, e.g., [6,9].
A more precise approach is to include this partial missing vector into the known data set
and to iterate until convergence. Everson and Sirovich [6] have performed an iterative
approach based on an initial guess, which is denoted as the E–Smethod. The E–Smethod
depends on the initial guess and therefore may lead to less accurate solutions because it
only employs a certain number of PODmodes in the reconstruction procedure. Based on
the E–Smethod, Venturi and Karniadakis [11] proposed another extension, referred to as
the V–K method, which is not dependent on the initial guess and improves the accuracy
signiﬁcantly by gradually increasing the number of PODmodes. However, using the V–K
method leads to a signiﬁcant increase in computation time. Therefore, in order to replace
classical GPOD, the IGPOD, based upon both the E–S and theV–K scheme is investigated
in this paper in regards to prediction performance and computation time.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. “Numerical model for mechanised
tunnelling” gives a brief description of the ﬁnite element model for process-oriented
numerical simulations of TBM driven tunnelling. “Hybrid surrogate model” ﬁrst sum-
marises the algorithmic scheme suggested for the hybrid surrogate model and subse-
quently provides a synopsis of methods employed in the hybrid surrogate model: RNN,
POD, POD-RBF, POD-ERBF, GPOD and IGPOD (E–S and V–K methods). “Application
to mechanised tunnelling” is devoted to applications of the proposed surrogate model in
mechanised tunnelling. Based upon the developed surrogate model, a software for real-
time prognosis in TBM tunnelling is ﬁnally proposed in “Real-time simulation software
for TBM steering support” to enable supporting decisions duringmechanised tunnel con-
struction.
Numerical model for mechanised tunnelling
A 3D numerical model ekate (enhanced KRATOS for advanced tunnelling engineering)
developed speciﬁcally for process-oriented computational simulations of shield tunnelling
processes at the Institute for Structural Mechanics of Ruhr University Bochum, see e.g.,
[13], is used in this paper. The model, which is conceptually based upon a previous model
proposed by [14], has been supplemented with an automatic modeller [15], using a pre-
processing procedure with a high degree of automation to generate complex 3D ﬁnite
element (FE) models with small eﬀort. The model is capable of simulating the excavation
and construction procedure involved in mechanised tunnelling in soft, water saturated
soils (i.e., the TBM advancement, continuous soil support, ring-wise installation of the
linings and the related interactions of the TBM advance with the soil and the groundwa-
ter).
The soil is modelled as a three (or two) phase material for partially (or fully) saturated
soils. Two elastoplastic models are available for the consideration of the inelastic response
of soft soils: the clay and sand model and the Drucker-Prager model (Fig. 1(1)). The TBM
is represented as a deformable body (Fig. 1(2)) moving through the soil with frictional
surface-to-surface contact along the shield skin, allowing that the deformation of the soil
naturally follows the real, tapered geometry of the TBM and that the eﬀect of overcutting
is captured. In order to realistically model the movement of the TBM and its interaction
with the soil, an algorithm to control the individual jack thrusts is used to keep theTBMon
the designed alignment path. After each TBM advance, the excavation at the cutting face,
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Fig. 1 FE model for shield tunnelling ekate with respective components. (1) surrounding soil, (2) TBM, (3)
tunnel lining, (4) pressurisation of time-dependent grouting material and (5) representation of existing
buildings
the tail void grouting and the erection of a new lining ring during standstill are taken into
account by re-zoning the ﬁnite elementmesh and adjusting all boundary conditions to the
newsituation.The tail gapgrouting (seeFig. 1(4)) ismodelled as a fully saturated two-phase
material with a hydrating matrix phase, considering the temporal evolution of stiﬀness
and permeability of the cementitious grout. In the simulation model ekate, buildings are
represented by substitute models with appropriate stiﬀness and thickness to consider the
soil-structure interaction (see Fig. 1(5)). In the presented FE formulation, isotropic shell,
or, alternatively, volume elements with respective properties are adopted interacting with
the soil through amesh independent surface-to-surface contact algorithm,which prevents
the penetration of the foundation of the building into the soil. For more details on the
numerical model ekate and its ability to predict tunnelling induced settlements in the
context of diﬀerent applications we refer to [16–18].
For real-time applications during tunnel construction, the FEmodelmust be substituted
by a fast surrogate model which is able to approximate the physical behaviour of all
relevant components involved in the simulation model for mechanised tunnelling. The
surrogate model is developed to predict time variant settlement ﬁelds, which is realised
by a mapping of time constant and time variant low dimensional inputs onto time variant
high dimensional outputs. For this mapping, a hybrid surrogate modelling strategy is
proposed in the next section.
Hybrid surrogate model
In this section, a hybrid surrogate model is proposed, which combines the concepts of
artiﬁcial neural networks andPOD for the prediction of surface settlements inTBMdriven
tunnel constructions. A RNN and the GPOD approach are combined to obtain a hybrid
RNN-GPOD surrogate model to substitute the FE model for real-time applications. The
hybrid surrogatemodel is generated oﬄine, during the design stage of a tunnel project, and
applied online, during the construction stage, to predict the time variant settlement ﬁeld.
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Figure 2 contains a schematic illustration of the real-time prognosis scheme including the
oﬄine and online stages. The process-oriented FE model ekate described in the previous
section is used to simulate the mechanised tunnelling processes with varying model and
process parameters. The objective of the surrogate modelling is to predict the complete
spatio-temporal ﬁeld of surface settlements for further excavation steps for an arbitrary set
of input parameters with similar accuracy as the original FE model. The input parameters
(a mix of time variant process parameters, e.g., excavation rate, support and grouting
pressures, and time constant geotechnical parameters, e.g., material parameters of the soil
layers) are selected based on sensitivity analyses. In the context of real-time applications
this implies, that ﬁrstly, the POD-RBF network is employed to approximate the spatial
ﬁeld of surface displacements from time step 1 to the current time step n with the actual
operational parameters obtained directly from the construction site, i.e., from the control
unit of the TBM. Meanwhile, for the generation of user deﬁned steering scenarios, the
surface displacements of selected monitoring points for the subsequent time step n+1
are predicted by utilising a RNN. Finally, the GPOD approach is adopted to predict the
complete ﬁeld of tunnelling induced surface settlements for the set of user deﬁned steering
scenarios based on a combination of the results from the two previous methods.
The predicted results are used to support the machine driver in selecting the steering
parameters for the next excavation step n + 1. Then these data, i.e., the ﬁnally selected
input parameters and the corresponding settlement predictions for time step n + 1 are
included into the available data set and the procedure is repeated for the subsequent
excavation steps. The algorithm of the proposed RNN-GPOD approach is summarised in
Table 1.
It should be noted, that also monitoring data can be used to update the surrogate
model, see [19]. However, the focus of this paper is on improving the prediction quality of



















Fig. 2 Hybrid surrogate model scheme. Oﬄine stage: performing FE simulations for a predeﬁned range of
varying input parameters, training of the surrogate model; online stage: generation of settlement ﬁeld
prediction
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Table 1 RNN-GPOD approach to predict the complete ﬁeld of surface displacements
Oﬄine stage
1. Generate a numerical model representing the tunnelling process within a selected section of the project
from time step 1 to n
2. Deﬁne investigated input parameters and the corresponding range of values
3. Run numerical simulations with diﬀerent input parameters
4. Store the numerical results of displacements of the complete surface area of the analysis section
5. Provide data of selected monitoring points for the training of a RNN
6. Provide data of the complete displacements ﬁeld for training of the POD-RBF
Online stage
1. Input: an arbitrary set of input parameters
2. Approximate the complete displacement ﬁeld from time step 1 to n (by POD-RBF)
3. Predict the displacements of selected monitoring points for the next time step n+1 (by RNN)
4. Predict the displacements ﬁeld for the next time step n+1 (by GPOD)
5. Update the complete displacements ﬁeld from time step 1 to n+1
6. Repeat steps 3–5
components of the hybrid RNN-GPOD surrogatemodel are explained below, highlighting
the proposed extensions and improvements.
Recurrent neural network
Surrogate models based on artiﬁcial neural networks are widely used in civil engineering
and structuralmechanics, see e.g., [20] and [21] for an overview. RNNhave been proposed,
see e.g., [2], for the approximation of dependencies between structural processes, i.e., to
predict dependencies between time variant structural actions such as mechanical and
thermal loadings and time variant structural responses, e.g., displacements and structural
stresses. RNNs have two advantages which are exploited in the proposed hybrid surrogate
model: (1) they are able to learn dependencies between data series without considering
time as an additional input parameter and (2) they allow for extrapolations to predict
the future structural response. The basic architecture of RNNs is similar to feed forward
neural networks. But context neurons are added to the hidden and output neurons in
order to consider history dependencies in structural processes, see Fig. 3.
In each time step n, the j = 1, . . . , J inputs (time constant geotechnical parameters and
time variant tunnelling process parameters) [n]xj of the RNN are processed layer by layer
through the network to obtain the outputs (surface settlements at selected monitoring




















Diﬀerent types of activation functions ϕ(m)i (.) (e.g., hyperbolic tangent function, logistic
sigmoid function, area hyperbolic sine function, linear function) can be used to process
the input signals to the corresponding output signal of neuron i. In Eq. (1), x(m−1)h are
the output signals of the h = 1, . . . , H neurons in the previous layer (m − 1), which
are multiplied by the synaptic weights w(m)ih , [n−d]x
(m)
q are the [n − 1] , . . . , [n − D] delayed
prior output signals of theq = 1, . . . , Qneurons in the same layer (m), which aremultiplied
by the context weights dc(m)iq , and b
(m)
i is a bias value of neuron i. It should be noted, that
the output signals of the neurons in the ﬁrst layer (m = 1) are identical to the input signals











Fig. 3 Recurrent neural network. Prediction of settlements [n]s1 to [n]sK (at K monitoring points) in time step
[n] inﬂuenced by the input parameters [n]x1 to [n]xJ of time step [n] and prior values of the input parameters
[of time steps (1,…,n)] considered by context neurons
of the RNN ([n]x(1)j = [n]xj) and that the output signals of the neurons in the output layer
(m = M) are identical to the output signals of the RNN ([n]x(M)k = [n]sk ), see Fig. 3. For the
prediction of the current structural response considering the complete structural history,
a delay d of one or more time steps can be used to compute the network signals, see [21]
for more details. The free network parameters (i.e., the synaptic weights w(m)ih , the context
weights dc(m)iq for each d = 1, . . . , D delayed time step and the bias values b(m)i ) can be
adjusted by a number of training strategies, e.g., by backpropagation algorithms or particle
swarm optimisation approaches.
Proper orthogonal decomposition
POD is a mathematical procedure that allows to perform a decomposition of a large set
of data to describe the original system with a much smaller number of unknowns by pro-
jecting them onto subspaces. The method was proposed under diﬀerent names for appli-
cations in various ﬁelds including principal component analysis (PCA) [22] in statistics,
singular value decomposition (SVD) [23] in linear algebra and Karhunen–Loeve decom-
position (KLD) [24,25] in signal processing. Nowadays the method is applied extensively
in various branches of computational mechanics, such as ﬂuid dynamics [6,26], aerody-
namics [9] and nonlinear solidmechanics [27,28], see also [29] for a comprehensive review
of POD applications.
The main idea of the POD is to ﬁnd a useful set of basis vectors and the dimension of
the subspace which is necessary to obtain a good approximation quality of the system. A
widely used method to generate POD vectors is the method of snapshots introduced by
Sirovich [30]. It is characterised by computing a set of system states or snapshots U and
extracting an optimal set of basis vectors , such that the error between the original and
the projection onto subspace is minimised by
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min. ‖ Ui −
K∑
k=1
(Ui · k )k ‖2L2 . (2)
The PODbasis vectorsmust satisfy the two following conditions. Firstly, the observed data
of the snapshots can be represented exactly by the POD basis functions. In other words,
the snapshots and the linear subspaces spanned by the POD basis vectors coincide exactly
[26]. Secondly, the ﬁrst p POD basis vectors always capture more energy on average than
p vectors of any other orthonormal basis [26].
Given a collection of N snapshots of the system obtained by varying the input para-
meters, where each set of input parameters results in a snapshot with M output values,
the data can be organised into a rectangular M by N matrix U, denoted as the snapshot
matrix. The POD basis can be established bymeans of a SVD of thematrixU or by solving
the eigenvalue problem of the sample covariance matrixC = UT ·U. Employing the latter
technique in this paper, the POD basis is expressed by a linear transformation
 = U · V (3)
of the snapshots U. The coeﬃcient matrix V satisﬁes the following eigenvalue problem
C · V =  · V, (4)
where  is a diagonal matrix storing the eigenvalues λi of C.  can be interpreted as
the variance of the data set in the direction of the corresponding POD modes.  also
measures the energy captured by the respective POD mode. The sum of all eigenvalues
deﬁnes the total energy.The relative energy capturedby the ithbasis vector isi/
∑N
j=1 j .
Introducing a truncated POD vector  approximating the exact basis vector , the exact
and approximated predictions of the snapshot matrix U can be represented by
UM×N = M×N · AN×N , (5)
UM×N ≈ M×K · AK×N , (6)
with K  N chosen according to the desired level of energy to be captured. Matrices A
andA are regarded as the amplitudematrix and truncated amplitudematrix, respectively.
In other words, a truncated POD matrix  taken from the K ﬁrst columns of the full
matrix  is used to approximate the original data matrix U.
PODwith interpolation
Topredict the systembehaviour related to intermediate values of inputparameters that are
not included in the snapshot data, interpolation is performed to determine the truncated
amplitude matrix A, assuming that A is a smooth function of input parameters. More
speciﬁcally, each amplitude vector is deﬁned as a linear combination of a set of vectors
Fi = [f1(zi) · · · fj(zi) · · · fN (zi)]T , with fj(z) as predeﬁned interpolation functions of the
input parameters zi and an unknown coeﬃcient matrix B.
Ai = B · Fi (7)
POD-RBF The choice of fj(z) can be arbitrary. A suitable strategy is to employRBF as inter-
polation functions. The idea of using RBF as approximation functions was ﬁrst introduced
by Hardy [31] to ﬁt irregular topographical data. Since then, RBF have been successfully
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applied to surrogate modelling strategies in the context of multidisciplinary design opti-
misation (MDO), see [32–34]. RBF are expressed in terms of the Euclidean distance r =∣∣∣∣z − zi∣∣∣∣ of a point z from a given point zi, denoted as the center. Typical RBFs are:
i. Gaussian ψ(r) = e− r
2
c2 (8)
ii. Multiquadric ψ(r) =
√
r2 + c2 (9)
iii. Inversemultiquadric ψ(r) = 1√
r2 + c2 (10)
iv. Thin plate splines ψ(r) = rk ln r, k ∈ [2, 4, . . .] (11)
Interpolation is also eﬀective in inverse problems, where the objective is to ﬁnd a set of
parameters that produces computed results matching measured results. RBFs together
with POD technique have been used in [3] and [4] to build a once-for-all trained POD-
RBF network for solving inverse problems, choosing the inverse multiquadric function as
interpolation function. Each element of the vector Fi is computed according to
fj(zi) = fj(|zi − zj|) = 1√|zi − zj|2 + c2 , (12)
with c as a smoothing factor. The matrix F containing the interpolation functions can be
constructed fromall vectorsFi of input parameters that are used to generate the snapshots.
Using F, the truncated amplitude matrix A is given by
A = B · F , (13)
with
A = T · U . (14)
FromEqs. (13) and (14), the coeﬃcientmatrix B is determined. Finally, the approximation
of the output system response corresponding to an arbitrary set of input parameters is
obtained by
Ui ≈  · B · Fi . (15)
POD-ERBF In the context of multidisciplinary design optimisation (MDO), Mullur and
Messac [7] introduced the method of extended RBFs (ERBF) by combining RBFs with
non-RBFs. This allows a greater ﬂexibility in the model generation, because the typical
RBF approach provides an interpolating surface that is unique for a given set of data,
i.e., it yields only a unique interpolative solution to the surrogate modelling problem. In
addition, the typical RBF approach does not allow to express desirable properties of the
surrogate models. Consequently, the ERBF surrogate model possesses the eﬀectiveness of
RBF together with the ﬂexibility of non-RBFs. Recently, an approach combining ERBF and
POD as a surrogate model for application in mechanised tunnelling has been proposed
in [8]. This modiﬁed version of POD-RBF method, which has shown improvements in
prediction accuracy of the generated surrogate models for both linear and nonlinear
functions in multi dimensional spaces will be utilised in this paper.
The main idea of ERBF is to supplement the RBF with a non-RBF term, which are not
functions of the Euclidean distance r. Instead, they are functions of ξ i, which is the vector
pointing from the coordinate of a generic point z in the input space to a data point zi,
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deﬁned as ξ i = z − zi. Figure 4 depicts the diﬀerence between the Euclidean distance r
and the relative coordinates ξ used in ERBF. The non-RBF terms φij for the ith data point
and the jth dimension are assumed in the format:
φij(ξ ij ) = αLijφL(ξ ij ) + αRijφR(ξ ij ) + βijφβ (ξ ij ). (16)
φL, φR and φβ are components deﬁned in Table 2. The parameter γ in Table 2 can be
considered as a smoothness parameter. Figure 5 shows four distinct regions (I–IV) of
non-RBF with superscripts L and R corresponding to left and right parts. More details on

















Fig. 4 Euclidean distance r and relative coordinates ξ , according to [7]
Table 2 Non-radial basis functions [7]
Region Range of ξij φ
L φR φβ
I ξ ij ≤ −γ (−nγ n−1)ξ ij + γ n(1 − n) 0 ξ ij
II −γ ≤ ξ ij ≤ 0 (ξ ij )n 0 ξ ij
III 0 ≤ ξ ij ≤ γ 0 (ξ ij )n ξ ij
IV ξ ij ≥ γ 0 (nγ n−1)ξ ij + γ n(1 − n) ξ ij




I II III IV
αR ξn + βξ
αL ξn + βξ
γ γ
Fig. 5 Non-radial basis functions, according to [7]. The functions are linear in regions I and IV; and nth degree
monomials plus linear terms in regions II and III
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According to the POD-ERBF, the approximation is performed by a linear combination
of radial and non-RBFs. The following equation provides the approximated amplitude











L(ξ ij ) + αRijφR(ξ ij ) + βijφβ (ξ ij )
}
, (17)
with S as the dimension of input parameters. The key idea of the POD with interpolation
is to modify the amplitude matrix A as a smooth function. Using the ERBF approach,








K×N = [CD]K×(S+3SN )[FG]
T
(S+3SN )×N (19)
C and D are unknown coeﬃcients matrices. The matrix F is generated according to
Eq. (12) and the matrix G is calculated as
[G]3SN×N =
{
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Considering [C D] = [Q] and [F G]T = R such that QR = A, the unknown matrix Q can
be obtained as proposed in [7]:
Q = A [R+] , (25)
with [R+]= (RTR)−1RT as the pseudo-inverse ofmatrix R [7]. Consequently,C andD are
determined from Q. Finally, the system response of an arbitrary set of input parameters
za in the parameter space is approximated by:
Ua = (CFa + DGa) (26)
with Fa and Ga determined from Eq. (12) and Eqs. (21)–(24), respectively.
PODwithmissing data
Without any missing data, an arbitrary snapshot Uj , which belongs to a set of snapshots,
can be approximated as a linear combination of the ﬁrst K POD basis vectors  and an
amplitude vector Aj as described in “Proper orthogonal decomposition”. The amplitude
vector is calculated by minimising the error norm
min. ‖ Uj −  · Aj ‖2L2 . (27)
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The same least square approach can be eﬀectively used to restore missing data of an
incomplete data snapshot U∗ by
min. ‖ U∗ −  · A∗ ‖2L2 . (28)
However, due to missing elements, the L2 norm in Eq. (27) cannot be evaluated correctly.
As a remedy, the Gappy POD procedure, introduced by Everson and Sirovich [6], employs
the concept of a gappy normbased on available data. This conceptwas successfully applied
in aerodynamics [9] for the data recovery of the ﬂow ﬁeld. The procedure is summarised
below.
It is assumed, that an output system response snapshots set U, where all snapshots are
completely known, together with the POD basis  is given.U∗ is another solution vector,
which has some elementsmissing, speciﬁed by a correspondingmask vectorm. The vector
m is deﬁned to indicate the locations of missing data in the data set
mi = 0, for locations of unknown ormissing data
mi = 1, for locations of known data (29)
The gappy norm is deﬁned with a gappy inner product (·, ·)n, such that
‖ Uj ‖2n= (Uj ,Uj)n = (m ◦ U∗,m ◦ U∗)L2 =‖ m ◦ U∗ ‖2L2 , (30)
where ◦denotes point-wisemultiplication. The complete (repaired) vector fromU∗ can be
reproduced using the assumption thatU∗ can be characterisedwith the existing snapshots
set U. The intermediate repaired vector U˜∗ can be expressed in terms of the truncated
POD basis vectors  as
U˜∗ ≈  · A∗. (31)
By minimising the error norm E = ||U∗ − U˜∗||2n, the coeﬃcient vector A∗ can be com-
puted. A solution to this least squares or linear regression problem is given by a linear
system of equations
M · A∗ = R. (32)
Herein, M = (T,)n and R = (T,U∗)n are gappy inner products. Evaluating Eq. (31)
withA∗ computed from Eq. (32), the intermediate repaired vector U˜∗ is obtained. Finally,
by replacing the missing elements in U∗ by those in U˜∗, a complete vector containing the
system response is reconstructed.
Iterative GPOD In themethod described above, the reconstruction procedure is accom-
plished in one step with the assumption that the “repaired” vector can be characterised
with the already known snapshots set. This method can be extended to the case, where
the missing vector itself is included into the snapshots sets. This requires an iterative
procedure to construct the POD basis. Two algorithms, the E–S and the V–K method
proposed in the literature, are brieﬂy summarised below.
In the E–Smethod [6], initial guesses aremade atmissing locations, which are iteratively
updated:
(a) Use time-average values as initial guess at missing locations to obtain U˜∗.
(b) Include U˜∗ into snapshot U to form U˜.
(c) Perform POD on U˜ to obtain .
(d) Choose the number of modes K to be employed in the reconstruction.
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(e) Compute A∗ from Eq. (32) withM = (T,) and R = (T,U∗).
(f) Compute U˜ from Eq. (31) and overwrite the previous guess at missing locations.
(e) Proceed until convergence, the eigenvalues no longer change. If no convergence is
obtained, go to (b).
An extension of the E–S method, which is not dependent on an initial guess and which
improves the accuracy signiﬁcantly, has been proposed byVenturi andKarniadakis in [11].
The main steps of this extended procedure, referred to as the V–Kmethod, are described
below:
(a) Perform the standard E–S procedure, but employ only K = 2 modes in the recon-
struction.
(b) Take the converged result from the previous step as a new initial guess.
(c) Perform the E–S procedure, but employ now K = 3 modes in the reconstruction.
(d) Proceed until convergence (the eigenvalues no longer change).
Application tomechanised tunnelling
In this section, the performance of the proposed hybrid surrogate model is demonstrated
by means of an application concerned with the numerical simulation of the advancement
process of a TBM driven tunnel. The main goal is to demonstrate the capability of the
enhanced surrogate model, supplemented with ERBF and IGPOD, to provide reliable
predictions of the expected settlements induced by mechanised tunnelling. To this end,
the model predictions will be evaluated by comparing the predictions with results from
a surrogate model proposed in [1] and with reference results obtained from the original
process-oriented ﬁnite element model ekate.
Figure 6 illustrates the geometry of a synthetic example of a tunnel section of 48m











Fig. 6 Numerical simulation model of a tunnel section: layout and geometry. The tunnel is excavated
through the top soil layer in 32 discrete excavation steps, with a ring length of 1.5m. The groundwater table is
at the top surface; the stiﬀness of existing buildings is considered by substitute models
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of 11,072 quadrilateral two-ﬁeld ﬁnite elements with quadratic approximations for the
displacements and linear approximations of the water pressure. The tunnel with a diam-
eter of 8.5m is excavated with an overburden of 8.5m. The tunnel lining has a thickness
of 0.3m; each lining ring has a length of 1.5m. The eﬀect of the stiﬀness of two existing
buildings located at the surface is considered by placing rectangular plate-like substitute
models with an equivalent thickness of 5m and a stiﬀness of 50GPa at the top of the
discretised soil body with a length of 48m and a width of 170m (Figs. 6, 7). The numer-
ical simulation of the mechanised tunnelling process is characterised by a step-by-step
procedure consisting of diﬀerent phases: soil excavation at the tunnel face, application
of the face support pressure, advancement of the TBM, installation of a tunnel ring and
application of the tail void grouting pressure. The soil model comprises of two layers of
soft cohesive soils. The tunnel is excavated completely within the top layer. The ground-
water table is assumed to be situated at the ground surface. The constitutive behaviour
of the soil is modelled by means of a Drucker–Prager plasticity model with the friction
angle, cohesion, and Poisson’s ratio taken as 30◦, 10 kPa and 0.3 for layer 1 and 28◦, 50 kPa
and 0.3 for layer 2, respectively. For the tunnel lining and the TBM shield, a linear elastic
material law is assumed. The support pressure, which is necessary to prevent tunnel face
collapse, is assumed to remain at a value of 180 kPa at the tunnel axis during the tunnel
advance. In contrast, the grouting pressure ﬁlling the annular gap, which is important to
avoid large settlements at the ground surface and large deformations of the surrounding
soil, is considered as a time variant process parameter. Because of the fact that beyond a
distance of 42m in Y-direction from both sides of the tunnel axis the surface settlements
are almost zero, an eﬀective rectangular surface area with 105 grid points as illustrated in
Fig. 7 is considered for the generation of the surrogate model.
In the present demonstration example, it is assumed that the current state of the TBM
advance corresponds to the 22nd step of the excavation process and that the history of the
settlements of the surface monitoring points are known. The proposed hybrid surrogate
modelling approach is employed to predict the complete surface displacement ﬁeld in





































Fig. 7 Investigated surface area for settlement predictions. The surface is represented by 105 grid points
(plus symbol); 11 points are selected as monitoring points (red points)
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range. In this application example, 11 monitoring points are selected for predicting the
future tunnelling induced settlements by the RNN approach. The number of monitoring
points is selected to ensure that the RNN is capable to provide good predictions and to
have an appropriate accuracy of the GPOD. In particular, the reconstruction quality of
the GPOD would be better, if there are more available data points. However, the training
and prediction of the RNN might be more complicated. In addition, the position of 11
points are chosen based on the usual position of measurement sensors on the surface
in a real tunnel project. Subsequently, the complete surface displacement ﬁeld will be
approximated with the GPOD method.
The following steps describe how to apply the proposed strategy to mechanised tun-
nelling following the algorithm in Table 1.
Oﬄine stage
• In order to set up the surrogate model, 60 numerical simulations are performed to
obtain data in the oﬄine stage. Each simulation corresponds to a combination of two
varying parameters: the elastic modulus E1 of soil layer 1 and the grouting pressure
[n]GP.
• The range of variation of these parameters are 20–110MPa for E1 and 130–230 kPa
for [n]GP, respectively. E1 can take 1 out of 10 particular values in the range from 20
to 110 MPa, whereas for [n]GP one of the six scenarios of time varying pressures is
taken, see Fig. 8.
• The numerical results of 60 simulations are split randomly into two separate data sets.
The ﬁrst set containing results from 54 simulations is used to establish the surrogate
model. In contrast, the results from six cases are stored for validation.
• In addition, only the displacements of the complete surface ﬁeld from time step 1–22
are kept in the ﬁrst set for training and generating the surrogate model. Meanwhile,
the validation set contains surface settlements from time step 1–23. The results from






























Fig. 8 Scenarios adopted for the grouting pressure during tunnel advancement
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modelling strategy. The performances of the POD-RBF and the POD-ERBF networks
are compared with numerical results from time step 1–22.
Online stage
• An arbitrary set of input parameters within the investigated ranges is selected: a value
of E1 in the range from 20 to 110MPa and values of [n]GP from time step 1–22 in the
range of 130–230 kPa.
• Approximate the complete displacement ﬁeld from time step 1–22 by POD-RBF
based on the data of 54 numerical simulations.
• With an arbitrary value of [23]GP in the range of 130–230 kPa, the RNN predicts the
settlements at 11 selected monitoring points of time step 23.
• The complete displacement ﬁeld of time step 23 is predicted using GPOD.
It should be noted that the same section of the mechanised tunnelling project has been
investigated previously in [1] with a similar surrogate modelling strategy using POD-
RBF and GPOD. This allows to compare the POD-RBF and GPOD approach with the
enhanced by POD-ERBF and IGPOD (E–S and V–K) methods, respectively. The error




i=1(UFEi − U∗i )2∑N
i=1(UFEi )2
× 100%. (33)
The POD-RBF network is used to approximate the surface settlements within all 105 grid
points from all previous excavation steps (steps 1–22), containing a total number of 2310
settlement values. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the results from the POD-ERBF
and the POD-RBF with the FE results for all 105 surface points and all time steps 1–22 for
validation case 1, i.e., the value of E1 is 90MPa and [n]GP is chosen according to pressure
scenario 5, see Fig. 8. Table 3 shows the prediction performances of POD-RBF and POD-
ERBF of the six validation cases and the corresponding average values. Only a slight
improvement of the predictions of the surface settlements is observed when employing
the POD-ERBF instead of POD-RBF. Considering all 22 steps in the evaluation of the
error according to Eq. (33), the average error decreases from 1.91 to 1.46% when using

































Fig. 9 Comparison of RBF and ERBF with FE results. Predictions are performed for 22 steps with errors of
1.50% by using POD-RBF and of 0.87% by using POD-ERBF (for validation case 1)
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Table 3 Prediction performances of POD-RBF and POD-ERBF for all validation cases
Error (%) POD-RBF POD-ERBF
Validation case 1 1.50 0.87
Validation case 2 2.51 2.46
Validation case 3 1.80 1.38
Validation case 4 2.04 1.52
Validation case 5 2.06 1.57
Validation case 6 1.57 0.97
Average 1.91 1.46
the POD-ERBF. A comparison between the predicted results for the surface settlements
in all surface points using the GPOD and the IGPOD approaches with the reference
results from the original FE simulation is presented in Table 4. As expected, the IGPOD
provide better predictions with the method V–K giving the best approximation results
for all validation cases. Figure 10 depicts the predicted surface settlements in comparison
with the FE results for validation case 1. It can be concluded that the POD-ERBF and the
IGPOD have the possibility to enhance the prediction performances of the corresponding
components (POD-RBF and GPOD) of the proposed surrogate model individually. The
next paragraph investigates the consequence when integrating POD-ERBF and IGPOD
into the hybrid surrogate model.
Table 4 Prediction performances of GPOD and IGPOD for all validation cases
Error (%) POD-RBF POD-ERBF
GPOD E–S V–K GPOD E–S V–K
Validation case 1 5.18 5.03 1.36 5.20 5.06 1.18
Validation case 2 7.82 7.80 1.18 7.65 7.63 1.01
Validation case 3 4.81 4.70 1.38 4.55 4.42 0.95
Validation case 4 4.33 4.22 2.13 4.49 4.33 1.15
Validation case 5 7.45 7.24 2.15 6.90 6.75 1.09
Validation case 6 5.40 5.36 1.81 5.60 5.55 2.31
Average 5.83 5.72 1.67 5.73 5.62 1.28





































Fig. 10 Comparison of GPOD and iterative GPOD methods (IGPOD) with FE results. Prediction of surface
settlements in step 23. The GPOD, the IGPOD based upon the Everson–Sirovich(E–S) method and the
Venturi–Karniadakis (V–K) method lead to an error of 5.18; 5.03 and 1.36%, respectively (for validation case 1)
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The investigation is carried out by combining the POD-RBF and the POD-ERBF sepa-
rately with the GPOD and the E–S and V–K enhancements, respectively. This leads to six
surrogate models in total. According to Table 4 the models with the E–Smethod produce
slightly better results compared with models employing the GPOD method. This can be
explained by the fact that reconstruction results from both GPOD and E–S depends on
the initial guess, see [11]. However, with errors of only 1,18 and 1,36% as compared to
error levels larger than 5%, the best accuracy is obtained from POD-RBF and POD-ERBF
models enhanced by the V–K method. This agrees well with observations in [11], where
the V–Kmethod was also shown to produce the relative best results as it does not depend
on an initial guess. The reconstruction problem is considered for a rectangular matrix
(105×23) with 23 time steps and 105 settlement points inwhich all elements from column
1 to column 22 and 11 elements of column 23 are known. The 94 missing elements of
time step 23 over a total of 105 × 23 = 2415 elements constitute a small gappiness of
4%. This may explain, why the prediction accuracy and computation time of surrogate
models in this example diﬀer only slightly. The average computation time for one run
of the hybrid surrogate model is summarised in Table 5. It is noted, that the previous
approach using RBF and GPOD needs less computing time as compared to the iterative
and more complex POD-ERBF approach in conjunction with IGPOD. However, with a
maximum computing time of less than one second, the criterion for real-time application
is still fulﬁlled. Therefore, the enhanced hybrid surrogate model will be chosen as the
main ingredient for a new software tool proposed in the next section, which is targeted to
on site applications to support the steering of TBMs.
Real-time simulation software for TBM steering support
Based on the enhanced IGPOD-ERBF algorithm described in ‘Hybrid surrogate model’,
a real-time simulation software is developed with the aim to support the steering of
the tunnel boring machine during mechanised tunnelling. The goal of this software is
to predict the system response, i.e., the surface settlements (and/or tunnel lining forces
etc.), resulting from the TBM-soil interaction in real-time as the response to changes of
operational parameters, such as the face pressure or the grouting pressure.
The example described in this section is similar to the application example in the pre-
vious section. However, two varying operational parameters in mechanised tunnelling
are considered here. They are the support pressure [n]SP and the grouting pressure [n]GP
which constitute the main operational parameters to control the settlements caused by
the tunnel drive. The software consists of threemainmodules: “Overview”module, “Mon-
itoring” module and “Prediction” module. For the prediction of time variant surface set-
tlement ﬁelds for the next excavation step, the user has to follow the sequence of all three
modules.
The “Overview”modules gives a brief description about basic parameters of the selected
tunnel section of a tunnelling project, such as cover depth, tunnel radius, ring length,
Table 5 Computation time of diﬀerent surrogatemodels (in average)
POD-RBF POD-ERBF
GPOD E–S V–K GPOD E–S V–K
Computation time [s] 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.61 0.73 0.92
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current position, etc. In addition, the module also allows to record the complete history
of the operational parameters of the tunnel construction described above, the support
pressure [n]SP and the grouting pressure [n]GP. The oﬄine data obtained from numerical
simulations performed in the design stage are loaded to set up the surrogate model.
Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the “Overview” module with two graphs representing the
history of [n]SP and [n]GP upto the current state of the project.
The “Monitoring” module is used to store and visualise the locations of all monitoring
points and the evolution of the settlements in the already constructed tunnel section,
see Fig. 12. The settlement history of these monitoring points will be extrapolated with
Fig. 11 TBM real-time steering software: overview module. This module provides information about project
parameters, the TBM position (here: ring number 15) and the history of two operational parameters (grouting
pressure and face support pressure)
Fig. 12 TBM real-time steering software: monitoring module. This module provides on the left panel the
location of monitoring points and the layout of the tunnel drive including existing buildings, and on the right
panel the evolution of the settlement trough. This graph is updated in subsquent steps according to the
choice of steering parameters
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predicted values from RNN for the next time step corresponding to the chosen support
pressure and grouting pressure. In practice, the predicted values from RNN are updated
with real measurements at monitoring points. Nevertheless, in this example this step is
skipped since there are only synthetic data from numerical simulations.
The most important part of the software is the “Prediction” module, where the user can
see almost immediately the complete surface settlements of the next time step caused by
changes of the grouting pressure or the face support pressure applied throughmovements
of the corresponding sliders on the GUI. The module oﬀers the possibility for the user to
deﬁne a limit state, such as a maximum tolerated settlement in any point on the surface.
Figure 13 demonstrates that by deﬁning a limit state and varying the grouting or the face
support pressure, red points appearing on the left panel may appear to indicate that in
these points the tolerated displacements would be exceeded if the chosen combination of
pressures would be applied. In summary, with the developed software users can obtain
in real-time the surface behaviour resulting from changing the operational parameters in
mechanised tunnelling. Therefore, it provides TBM drivers an assistant tool for decision-
making during the TBM steering.
The tests presented in this paper are executed on a standard computer with IntelChip
2× 1.70GHz, 2× 4GB RAM. The software can run in almost every standard laptop or
even tablet since it does not require any expensive hardware.
Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid surrogate modelling strategy based upon the combination of a
RNN and the GPODhas been proposed to enable real-time prognoses duringmechanised
tunnelling. The proposed approach is an extension of preliminary work by the authors,
characterised by supplementing the previous surrogate model with Extended RBFs and
an iterative Gappy POD. It was proven, that the suggested enhancements improve the
prediction capability of the surrogate model. Although more complex formulations and
an iterative concept are involved, the newhybrid surrogatemodel still provides predictions
Fig. 13 TBM real-time steering software: prediction module. This module provides real-time predictions of
the surface settlements corresponding to operational parameters selected by the user via sliders (right panel)
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within a reasonable time in the context of applications in mechanised tunnelling, targeted
to predict tunnelling induced settlements in real-time. In particular, the surrogate model
combining the POD-ERBF and the V–K method yields the best prediction results in
the presented application. The new approach has been integrated into a software which
provides, in real-time, the expected tunnelling induced settlements for varying operational
parameters chosen by the user and thus enables to support the steering of tunnel boring
machines. The developed software provides a new option for tunnel engineers on the
construction site to select the appropriate parameters such, that tolerated settlements
will not be exceeded during the upcoming excavation steps.
The proposed hybrid surrogate model will be further extended to consider uncertain
geotechnical parameters. First steps include interval and fuzzy data within the presented
RNN-GPODapproach to allow predicting time variant interval settlement ﬁelds bymeans
of interval arithmetic operations computed in real-time. In contrast tomore time consum-
ing optimisation approaches for interval analysis with the hybrid RNN-GPOD surrogate
model, see [1], the problem of overestimation has to be considered within interval arith-
metic. In addition, a strategy is currently developed to continuously reduce the predicted
interval uncertainty by updating the settlement ﬁeld with monitoring data.
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